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- Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to provide a basic introduction to the
Rasch model and to illustrate_its use for equating psychological and
educational tests.- The data deed for the equating example- was -taken
from a set of standardized reading tests which are a --fart of the
Achievement_ Series of the - Comprehensive Assesseent_Program (Scott,

Foreseen and Company, 1980.)
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AN INTRODUCTION TO RASCH MEASUREMENT AND

ITS APPLICATION TO TEST EQUATING

INTROBur-TION-

One of the major problems encountered,in educational measurement
=4

is the equating' of persbn measurements obtained on different tests. This

problem occurs wheneVer the variable of interest is repPesented 14a range

of item difficulties which go beyond. the- ability of any one group of indi-

viduals to attempt. For example, as educators wmay be.interested in tracing
,q?

an individual's growth over the elementary school years. Any singlit test that

We bight use would be much too difficult for first graders and much too

simple for eighth graders. qf we use multiple tests, composed of items:

WhOSe difficulties are appropriate for each perdon's level of ability, then :0

s.

We are faced with the problem of determining the equivalence or compara-

bility of measuresoghtained from several different measuring instruments.

A solution to the equating problem can be found, if we can create several .

tests composed of items calibrated onto a single Beale which represents a

unidimensional constrict (e.g., reading ability) and spans the time period

over which we wish to measure growth. -gin order too accomplish this goal, we
. _

need a method for equating tests and linking items together. These linked
\,.

items can be used to represent the latent construct or variable of interest

on which we wish to measure an individUal'S growth and chfnge;

This problem was recognized by Thorndike in the early 1920s.

C.

With the. development of group tests'and tests
for use Withligher levels.ofintelligencei.it
is becoming more and -more necessary toltransMute-
a score obtained with one test into the score
that is equivalent to it in some other test.

(Thorndike, 1922, p. 29)
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Various methRds have been proposed as solutions to the equating problem. -

.

Thorndike "transmuted" scores using his probable error method of scaling

(Thorudike, 1922; Trabuei 1916). Thurstone in a series'of articles in the

1920s d4ecribed his absolute scaling method which he proposed as a solution

to the equating problem (Thurstone, 1925, 1927, 1928). More recently,

latent trait measurement theory has been recommended as a source of solutions

to the "intractable" problem of equating (Lord, 1977; Marco; 1977Rasch,

1960; Wright, 1967; Wright and Stone,- 1979);

In his extensive discussiol(lo;equating, Angoff (1971) listed what

he considered two "restrictions" or what may be better thought of as reason-

*.
4

able assumptions and conditiotcneekssary in order to equate tests. These

conditions are: .o=

1. that_the'two instruments ftests, items) in
question be measures of the samilt character-
istics in the same sense that degrees Fahren-
heit and centigrade, for example, are -both
units of temperature, inches and centimeters
arei,oth units -of length, -etc,.

(unidimensionalityxondition)

2. that, in order to be truly a transformation
of- systems of units, the conversion must -be
unique, except for the random error associa-
ted with the unreliability of the data; and
the method used for determining_ the trans -
formation; the tesulting conversion should

,lial-ludependint=ofthe-Individuals-froi whom
the data were drawn to develop the conversion
and should be 'freely applicable to all
situations. _ .

(sample-free condition)

The first condition for acceptable equating involves the unidimensionality of

the measures to be equated, while the second condition implies a sample-free

AOk

'procedure for equating._ Both of these conditions are necessary in order to

rea]e the advantages of equated tests. All of the previously proposed

'ex
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procedures can meet or approximate the first condition of Unidimensionakity.

None of the methods proposed prior to the development of latent trait mdasure-

ment theory meet the sample-free condition and only one set of latent trait

models--Rasch,measurement models--offers reasonable solUtions to the problem
6,

of sample-free equating (Engelhard, 1980).

The purpose of this Piper is to provide a basic introduction to the

Rasch model and to illustrate its use for equating educational tests., The

data used for the equating example was taken from a preliminary set of

reading tests which are part of the Co6Prehensive Assessment Program (Scott,

Foresman and Company, 1980).

INTRODUCTION TOilpF RASCH MODEL

.During the 1950si Georg Rasch conducted the basiC psychometric work.

which led to the publication in 1960 of his book,-Probabilistic MnriPis for

Some Intelligence and Attainment Tests: The ideas and methods presented'fn

this book represent some-of the most innovative and useful work in psycho-
., 4

metrics, since Thurstone'swork in the 190, In fact, Raschls work repre7

sentp an almost totally new approach to psychometrics.

In traditional or classical psythometrics, the properties of a test

are defined in terms of variatfths within sOmespecified populationlpf
. .

'
-

people. As a consequence, the properties of fhe test,-
c3e.g., the reliability

'. r.7 9

b .

coefficient, are,not specific to the test itself, but will vary depending
r 4

on the.popuIation chosen. Similarly, the measurement of a person on the
. 7

variableofinterestwilldependonwliichitems are used. In trgaitional
0, 0

approaches to person measurement, the ability estimate.depends not only on

which items are used, but also on the group of people with which the person

4
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is compared. As Wright has pointed.out,

if all of a specified set of items have been
tried by a child_yOu wish to measure, then
you can obtain his percentile position among
whateVer groups of children-were used to sten-

, dardiie the teat. But how do you interpret_
thid measure beyond thonfinesoethat set

items and those groups of_ children?
Change the Children and you have a new yard-.
atitk.

Change the items-and you have a new yaed-
stick again. Each collection of items mea-
sures an ability of its awn. Each measure
depends for its meaning on its own family
of test takers. How can we' make objective
mental measurements and build a science of
mental development when we work with. rubber
yardsticks?

(Wright, 1967, p. 86)

The use of Rasa' measurement models provides a reasonable solution

to the problem of "rubber yardaticks4lby providing estimates for intrinsic
0

propertied of tests and items which are independe'ntef the group that hap
u

pens to be used tocalibrate the items. Thii; ;Is called person-free item

calibration. It also yieldakestimates of a person's abilit5 which are in-

dependent of the test items used; This leads to the possibility of item-

-

free person measurement; Of course this does not mean that we can measure

people1411hout_iteSlai but it does mean that once items are calibrated.
.

through the use of the Asch model and assigned a position on the latentiOb

ariabfe of interestillthen any set of items can be used to obtain an esti-.
fif;

.mate of apertion!s ability. These two consequences--person-free item call-

bration and iteal=free person measuremOnt--are necessary in order to have

objective measures.
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In order to obtain reasonable and objective meadUrementi the

measurement model utiIized.midst Satisfy at least the follawing fiVe con-

ditions: These conditions are that:

1. the caIibration_of_test items must be in-
; dependent of the_particuIar individuals used
for the_caIibration.-

2. the measurement of individuals must_ be in-
, dependent of the particularitems-that- ap-

pen to be. used for the measuring.

3:.8.pthe test items must be measuring a single
underlying trait.or ability.

must4. a more able individual must always have
a better chance of success on an item
than a less able individual.

5. any individual must have a better chance
of success on an easy item than a more
efficuIt item.

The Rasch model is a latent trait model that has beenloroposed for

. *person measurement that meets these five conditions. Basically, latent trait,

models are idea or inventions that attempt to specify what happens when a

person tries an,aitem. (gee Hambleton and Gook '(1977) fora general intro-
_

duction to latent trait models.)
_

Of all the latent trait models Rasch measurement models-have the

fewest ingredients, oneability parameter, Oil, for each person n and one

difficulty parameter, 6 for each. item. These parameters represdht
41;

,
position Or location of persons and items on the latenf variable. For

Ai-.

,

example, if the latent variable.is reading ability, we develop and choose-a

set of items to repfesent tails variable. These items are then given to a

group of people.and their locations are determined through the applicatiOn'of
10
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the Raech model. The lOcatiOns of the people on:the latent ,variable,:

reading abilityiare given by the ability estimates, while the-locations of

the items are gi-vellby thedifficuIty estimatds. This is illustrated in

Diagram'I.

Diagram 1. .Defining a variable.

LOW

.

Items
61 t5-2

0
EASY

a Person measure.

Expected
Score of

-I-

.

T-
d

HIH

4 (55 Reading-Ability

HARD

In Diagram 1, the line represents the latent variable called reading ability;

Five items have.been chosen to rePrent this construct and their d ficulties

WhiCh locate them on the latent variable are shown below the line (41 to 4_5 ),

The items range from .easy on the I-At to more diffioUlt on the right. Person

measutements are shown above the line and in this _case there is one person

measure. This person correctly answered items; 1 to.3 and incorrectly ansWered

items:4 and 5. This person's_ecore would be 3 and this value ce be used to

locate the person on,the latent variable by providing an estimate. of reading

ability:

The ability parameters and,difficulty-paratqeters are combined in order

to represent one latent dimension by forming their difference (0
n
-0i )

This difference governe the probability of what happens when person "n attempt4

tZ



item i...The basic data which %id hair9 in any testing situation is 'a matrix

of O's and I's which 'represent each individual's failure (0) or, 'Success (1)
.

,

_
on each item: This is i1Iustrated in Diagram 2.

Diagram 2i :The essential conditions causing a response.
o

6.

it ern .

difficulty

- Pergon ability

'he mathematical model used to express this relatiohship is Shown in

xL= = 0,1
Response of pei'son n
to item i.

Diagram 3.

Diagram '3, Mathematical formulation Of the 4adch model with- two response
'categories 4

Fr(x
ni '

= 0,1 , 6 . } =

exp a )

[1 + exp (at, Si)]

.n

.-
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The4probability of observing a correct *response (1) an incorrect response ,(o)

fns person n on item i is &function of the difference between the person's
es.

ability (gn)and the item's difficulty 16 ) The relationship represented by

the Rasch model between this difference($
i
) and probability of success

on an item can be illustrated With an item' characteristic curve or'response

curVein,wHich the item difficulty remains constant, while persOrs ability.
. -

"Aries. (See Diagram 4). If the pereon's ability equals the difficulty of's
o

the item, then the person has a 60% chance' of_ success dh that item. In

- .

other word, the person can be expected to succeed-half the time on this

-kind of item, aft& conversely to.fail half the time If the person's

ability exceeds the item's difficulty, then a person has i better than

50%'chance of-success on the item; if the item's difficulty exceeds the
,-

. ... . .

person'pability to answer the item correctly, then the person has a less

than 50% -chance, of success.

,Diag- ram 4. Response CurVe.

PrObabiIity
,of a correct
response

1.0

;9

.7,

.3

.1

0:6

°r]

Bn 14-

*go

PrIx=1I- >

-11
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TEST EQUATING WITH THE RASCH MODEL

As pointed out earlier, various procedures have 'been proposed for test

equating, but the only method which,meets all the conditions necessary for

obfective-evating the Rasch model. Our gOal,in test equating if! to
A

'step beyond the sisecific items contained.in separate tests in order to

get information on the latent trait or unobservable: variable which is of

interest; Since no individual can handle the fuII'rignge of difficulties,

it -is necessary to transfate the measures obtained on diffPent taste

into one common metric on aunidimensional scale thgt represents the'latent

variable._ For ex pie, suppose we are interested in measuring the change

and growth-in rea ineability of students from grade 3 to grade 4. If the

students were given exactly the same test; many of the students in the

,.;i-

, beginning-of grade 3 would experience. when attempting items
t

appropriate for Oem.at the end of grade 4; these.items would be obyiously

too difficult and thus, inappropriate'for a grade 3.student; Conversely;

when these students are in grade 4, they might become bored with items

appropriate for'grade'3'students'and now Obviously too easy;--In addition

to'these extraneous influences on the measuring situation, there are prob-
.

temp, such as memory effects, that arise when Children are retested using

the sake tests; The well known fadt that ability estimates are most accurate

when they are based on items of appropriate 'difficulty for the student must
.

Also be considered.' One approach is to link several tests together with
'

a subset of carefully chosen items, so that the students are taking tests

which are appropriitik for their ibiait whiCh-will minimize extraneous in-
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fluences on the measuring situation and provide more accurate estimates of

an individual's ability or location on the latent trait. This link of

common items can be displayed as shown in Diagram 5.

Diagram 5. Common item link.

. ,

Linking Constant

(common items)

V

Figure 2 illustrates this type of display with the actual linking constants

in position for several forms which meature reading ability over a 6 year

period.

ti

The basic logic behind the linking.of tests through common items can

be illustrated using the following table, which is based on hypothetical

data.

M-

Farms

Grade 3 Grade 4:

.5 (a)

0.0 (c)

=.5 (b)

0.0 (d)

o I

1.0

0.0 (c') 1.0 (d')

Linking.:ConStent



Suppose stud- ents in grades 3 and 4 each-have taken separate test with 10

tommon'items; The average difficulty estimates (MO of these 10 items

for each group is shown in cells (a) and .(b). In order to compute these

estimates, s- eparate calibrations are conducted on each test using the
0

Basch model. (See Wright and Mead. (1976);for a description of the cali-

bration procedure and'a computer program that can be used to obtain these

estimates.) The next step is to take the two independent diffidUlty

estimates for the 10 comMon'items and compute the two mean difficulties

which were obtained through the separate calibrations using each grade.

The average ability estimates (Mb) for each grade are centered. at zero in

the usual way (Wright and Stone) 1979)... Since the items are the same,

they should represent the same point and location.on the latent trait

stale; In other words, the difficulty estimates for the common items should

ideally be the same whether they are determined with grade 3 students or

grade 4 students. In order to approximate this equality, we take the

average_difference between the independent difficulty estimates as a

linking- constant (or translation constant) that can be used to bring the

difficulty estimates together. Because of the assumptions and properties

of our measurement model, the relationship between the (a) and (b) cells

should also hold for the (c) and (d) cells. In order to maintain the equality

of these relationships, we simply add the linking constant, 1.0, to each of

the estimated abilities of the grade 4 students; The addition of this link-
-.

ing constant yields the revised estimates of mean abilities (Mb') which

represents the location of the mean ability on one unidimensional scale that
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spans grades 3 and 4; The extension of this logic and procedure to Several

tests over a longer time period is straight forward,

METHOD

Item response data from a mational.sample of greater than 70,000 students

were obtained from Scott, Foresman and Company. These data were used for

the standardization and calibration of the Comprehensive-Assessment Program

(C. A. P.). The Comprehensive Assessment Program is a coordinated series of

tests and measures for evaluating students' educational growth. In order to

accomplish the goal of evaluating educational growth in achievement; equal

interval scales (EIS scales) were developed using the Rasch model for the

four substantive areas of reading,.mathematics, language and study skills.

In order to illustrate the application of the Rasch model to the problem

of vertical equating, Forms3A and 4B from the elementary Achievement Series

was used. There were 14 common: items and-the independent estimates of the

difficulties,(along with their standard errors in parentheses) are given in

columns one and two in Table 1. The.next step is to compute the average

diffsience in these difficulty estimates which is shown in column three.

The mean of this differenCe is 1:22 (standard deviation of .37) which pro-

idesTi the preliminary estimate of the linking constant.

The next task was to assess the fit of the items to the link. A two-
_

step procedure was employed to accomplish this; First, the difficulties

were plotted and approximate 95% confidence intervals developed. Accor-

ding to the Rasch model, the plot should define a 450 line (slope of 1), so

that a constant (or mean difference) is the only adjustment required. Figure 1

shows the bivariate plot of the difficulty estimates for the 14 common items.

The items represented by the black circles are vocabulary items and themis
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some question about their contribution to the quality of the link. The

second step was to examine the residuals. This residual analysis is

summarized in columns four through six in Table 1. The standardized

_

residuals verify the conclusions drawn from the plot of the difficulties

that the vocabulary items do not fit as well as the reading comprehension

items; These standardized residuals are partially inflated due to the

very small standard errors of'the item difficulties. These standard errors

are small beCause of the large sample size which provide6 extremely precise

difficulty estimates, but tend to make the statistical tests of fit

overly sensitive to outliers. A decision rule using the root mean squme,

which is more robust and less sensitive to outliers, could be developed.

In practical situations, the decision rule to reject Anking-items becomes

a substantive issue rather than a statistical one. In the present example,

the four largest standardized residuals were associated with vocabulary

items. The decision was made to delete these items from the Iink and the

computation of the revised linking constant of 1.018 (roundee to 1.02)

is gi;yen in Table 2;

The final task in developing an equal interval scale based on the

Rasch model is 'to take the linking constants and add them to the ability

estimates obtained on each form Which serves to translate the_raw scores

on each form into the same metric on the latent variable of reading ability.

Table 3 gives the adjusted ability estimates in logits for the corres-

ponding raw scores on each form; Starting with form 2B, the mean ability

estimates are centered at zero (mean -.006). In order to link scores

on form 3A and make them equi-VaIent to ability estimates derived:from

,16
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.ferm 2B, thelinking constant of 1.03 is added to the initial ability

estimates and centered at 1.03 (mean = 1.03). In the last column of Table

,3,.'form 4B is linked to the other two tests by adding the linking constant

of 2.05 which is the sum of the link between forms 2B and 3A (1.03), and

the link between form 3A and 4B (1.02). It should be pointed out that

the equal interval scale is centered on form 2B, so that the linking

constants accumulate as we move across the forms. Once the forms are equated

and a table like Table 3 is constructed, it is very easy to obtain equivalent

ability estimates independent of the forms used to provide the estimates.

In other words, if a student's ability in logits was approximately 1.00,

we would expect the raw scores of 70 on form 2B, 50 on form 3A, and 30

on form 4B;

DISCUSSION

The Rasch model provides a clear and practical method for equating

educational and psychological tests. It is the only equating method. based ;

on latent trait measurement that can meet the second condition necessary

in-order to equate tests; namely, the sample-free condition. The other

latent trait models, by including parameters for item discrimination and

guessing, provide sample-dependent item and person statistics. The specific

objectivity, which is provided by Rasch measurement models, yields the

possibility of objective equating. Objective measurement and equating are

necessary in order to measure student growth in achievement and in order to

...:measure edudational development.
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SUMNARY

The_first section of this paper. prOvided an introduction to the Rasch

model: In the second section a detailed illustration of the application

of the Rasch model.to the problem; of vertical equating was.diveloped.
47
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Table I. Anagis of item links for equating Form 3A and Form 4B (Readin5).

Item

name

1

Form Form Difference Residual S.E. Standardized

3A 4B : Difference Residual Residual

(d) (%) .. (D% di %) (D - 1.22) (St) : z ":(D 1.22)/ St

1 .788(.039) -.183.064) .971 =.249 .075 -3.3

.489(.040) :.666(.068) 1.1552 ...,065 .079 -.82

3
.419(.040) -.457(.066) ,876 .344 .077

4 :, 1.119(.040) -.207(.064) 1.326 .106 .075 1.41

5 .711(.039) -.215(.064) .926 -.294 N.,075 -3.92

6 -.295(.04?) -1.217(.074) .922

1

9t

,

-.2 .085 ' a3.51

7 -:335(.042), 4.227(.074) .892 z.328.:.. , ;085 =3.86

8 .396(.040) -.508(.066) .904 -.316 .077 -4.10

9
1.032(.041) -1.260(.074) 1.228 .008 .085 .09

10 -.032(.041) -1.014(.071) .982 -.238 .082 -2.90

11 1.115(.040) -.798(.068) 1.913 .693 .079 . 8.77

A

12 .268(.040) -1.396(.076) 1.664 .444 .086 5.16

13
.481(.040) -1.310(.075) 1.791 .571 6.72

.

14 1.287(.040) -.293(.065) 1.580 , 360 .076 L.74

0

Mean' .455

S.D. :514

1;22

.37

.000 -.001

.37 L.583

-

20



Table 2. Analysis of items retained and used to compute linking constant
between form 3A and form 4B.

Nathe

Difficulty
Difference

Residual
Difference

S.E.
Residual

Standardized.
Residual

1 .971 -.047 .075 .-.63
.

2 1.155 .137 .079 1.73

3 .876 -.142 .077' -1.84

4 1.326 .308 .o75 4.12

5 .926 -.092 .075 -1.23

6 .922 -.096 .085 -1.13

7 .892 =.126 .085- -1.48

8 .9o4 -.114 1.48

9 1.228 .210 .085 2.47

10 .982 -:036 .082

Mean 1.018, -.000 ;01

S.D. .16 .16 2.03

03



Table 3. Adjusted ability estimates'in.logits (standard errorejfn parentheses}
for raw scores on reading tests, Forms 2B through 4B.

RAW
SCORE

1

Form
2B

-5.20(1.03)

Form
3A

-3.83(1.01)

5 -3.46( .49) -2.13( .47)

10 -2.61( .36) -1.39( 34)

15 -2.06( .31) -.90( .29)

20 -1.63( .28) -.53( .26)

25 -1.28( .26) -.21( .24)

30 -.97( .24) .07( 23)

35 -.69( .23) .32( .22)

40 _.43( .23) :56( .22)

45 -.18( .22) .79( J22)

50 .o6( .22) 1.02( .21)

55 :

.29( .22) 1.25.( .22)

60 .53( .22) ,1.46( .22)

65 .78(.23) 1.73( .22)
(N'

1.04( .23) 1499( 23)

75 1.32( .24) 2.27( .25)

80 1.64(-26) 2.59( ;26)

85 2.01( .29) 2.97( \29)

90. 2.50( .34) 3:47( .35)

95 ;3.28(,..47) 4.25( .47)

99 -4.94(1.u) 5.92(1.01).

; Mean

Form
48

-2.98(1.01)

71.29( .47)

-.49( .47)

.03( .30)

.7)

.75( .25)

1.05(' .24)

1.32( .23)

1.57( .22)

1.82( .22)

;2.06( t22)

2.30( ..22)

2.54"(.22)

2.80( .23)

3.06( .24),

3.35( .25)

-3.66( .27)

4.07( .30)

.35)

5.35( 47)°

7:03(1.01).

-.006

2.32

2.05

'2.30 .



Figure 1. Link for commom item equating with approximate 95 percent confidence bands;

LINK fOR EQUATING TEST 3A AND TEST 4B

e 'Reading Itema

4, yocabulary Items

(JD

UJ

o . moo 24
TEST 3FI



Figure 2. BA chdin for reading tests; forms 2B through PA; 1;14h-linking constants (!Grades 2 through 7-8)

a.

Grade

2 3 4 5 6


